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Abstract

A signal reconstruction problem motivated by X-ray crystallography is (approxi-

mately) solved in a Bayesian statistical approach. The signal is zero-one, periodic, and

substantial statistical a priori information is known, which is modeled with a Markov

random field. The data are inaccurate magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients of the sig-

nal. The solution is explicit and the computational burden is independent of the signal

dimension. The spherical model and asymptotic small-noise expansions are used.
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1 Introduction

I present a novel Bayesian statistical approach to a class of signal-reconstruction problems

exemplified by the inverse problem of single-crystal X-ray crystallography. The signal is

reconstructed from a substantial amount of a priori information plus inaccurate measure-

ments of the magnitude of its Fourier transform. The major qualitative difficulty, even more

prominent than in standard phase-retrieval problems, is the need to simultaneously treat

constraints in both Object and Fourier space.

In more detail, the problem formulation and solution have the following properties:

* The available data are inaccurate observations of the magnitudes of the Fourier coelti-

cients of the signal.

* The signal is zero-one.

* Substantial a priori statistical information concerning the pattern of zeros and ones is

available.

* The signal is periodic (or is invariant under the action of a more general space group).

* The approach is Bayesian.

* The a priori knowledge in the Bayesian formulation is stated in the form of the probablil-

ity density of a finite-lattice Markov random field (MRF) with a shift-invariant but otherwise

arbitrary quadratic Hamiltonian.

* The use of the MRF prior allows the a priori atomic locations to be correlated in the

crystallography application.

* The a posteriori probability density is also a MRF.

* The solution is explicit, i.e., no numerical quadratures or nonlinear programming prob-

lems are required.

* The signal is discretized and the computational burden is proportional to the number

of samples and is independent of the dimension (i.e., ID time signal, 2D image, etc.).

*The solution allows missing data and data samples with different levels of observation
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noise.

* The hypercube constraint of the zero-one signal is approximated by a hypersphere

constraint ("Spherical Model").

* The estimator is computed asymptotically as the observation noise tends to zero.

This paper is motivated by an inverse problem for the simplest physical model of an

X-ray crystallography experiment. At the X-ray wavelengths of interest (1-2 Angstrom). the

interaction of the radiation with the crystal is primarily elastic scattering from the electron

density. The electron density is modeled as a periodic collection of identical impulses in

d-space, one impulse for each atom in the crystal. The assumption that the impulses are

identical is quite reasonable for organic molecules where the important atoms are C. N,

and 0. Note that the calculations are essentially independent of d, the dimension of the

space. Because of the geometry of the usual experimental arrangement and the fact that the

interaction of the radiation and the crystal is weak, the scattering is the Fourier transforim of

the scatterer, in this case the electron density. Because of limitations in detector technology,

only the magnitude and not the phase of the scattering can be recorded. This magnitude

function, called the diffraction pattern, is the fundamental experimental data.

The goal of the inverse problem is to compute the position of each atom in the molecule(s)

making up a unit cell' of the crystal given imprecise measurements of a diffraction pattern

from the crystal and some amount of a priori information concerning the nature of the

scatterer. The fundamental difficulty in this inverse problem is that the measurements are

related to the Fourier transform of the scatterer while the a priori knowledge is related to

the scatterer itself.

The a priori information is a schematic summary of some knowledge of chemistry. Various

'Crystal symmetry is described by the invariance of the crystal structure under the action of a space

group. A crystal is constructed from a unit cell that is repeated by multiple translation along the three unit

cell vectors. The asymmetric unit is a subset of the unit cell, reflecting symmetries within the unit cell, such

that a function defined over the unit cell can be uniquely specified by its values over the asymmetric unit.
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amounts of a priori information form different independently-interesting inverse problems.

The simplest information is simply knowledge that the electron density is always positive.

Mlore detail is provided by including the atomicity of the electron density. In most exper-

iments, the empirical formula of the molecule 2 making up the crystal or even the graph of

covalent atomic bondings is known. An abbreviated form of the graph information is simply

to know the range of valences for each type of atom. The previous information was basically

deterministic in nature. There is also basically statistical information concerning typical

bond lengths, bond angles, and atomic valences. A major'theme of this work is to balance

the detail of the a priori information with the complexity of the calculations required to

exploit it.

Inverse problems of this type tailored to crystallography have been of major interest for

half a century [1, 2]. Methods exist to routinely solve small molecules. For reasons dis-

cussed later in this section, medium (; 102 atoms per asymmetric unit) and large molecules

are either much more difficult or unsolvable (or, for quite large molecules such as proteins,

require different methods based on multiple diffraction patterns from specially chosen chein-

ical derivatives of the molecule of interest [31). Especially with the continued developmnent

of molecular biology techniques, the number of medium and large molecules whose geomet-

rical structures are desired is steadily increasing. Therefore further development in inverse

problem methods seems very desirable.

The most powerful existing methods for small molecules are probabilistic in nature [1, 2,.

4, 5, 6, 7]. The methods for crystallography are compared and contrasted with the methods

for imaging problems by Millane [8]. One important difference is that the periodic nature

2 A crystal of a large biological molecule is roughly half (by volume) the molecule of interest and half

solvent and ions. Selected solvent molecules and ions will be ordered and therefore appear in the diffraction

pattern and the crystallographic structure. Furthermore, certain pieces of the biological molecule may be

disordered and therefore not appear in the crystallographic structure. Therefore the list of atoms present ill

the unit cell of the crystallographic structure depends on more factors than just the empirical formula of the

biological molecule of interest.
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of the electron density leads to a forced undersampling of its Fourier transform magnitude.

Among other sources, the book edited by Stark [9] describes a variety of approaches for

phase-retrieval in imaging problems. Existing methods for small molecules view the problem

as a phase retrieval problem. That is, they attempt to combine the inaccurate measured

magnitude of the scattering with some amount of a priori information in order to compute

an estimate of the unmeasured phase of the scattering. Then, with both magnitude and

phase of the scattering, they compute an inverse Fourier transform which gives an estimate

of the electron density function. Next, they locate the pieaks of the electron density function

and position atoms at those locations. (In actual practice, this is often an iterative process

between Fourier and Coordinate spaces, and requires skilled human intervention). Finally.

a weighted least squares optimization of the locations (and other parameters such as atomic

vibrational temperatures) is performed. The weights are often derived from sample standard

deviations of the measurements that are recorded during the course of the experiment.

The first difference between my approach and traditional methods is that I attempt

to directly estimate the atomic locations without passing through an intermediate step of

estimating scattering phase variables. There are two reasons for taking this approach. In

many experiments there are many more scattering phases than atomic locations and therefore

from a statistical point of view it is undesirable to first estimate the scattering phases. In

addition, most good a priori models of atomic locations are in terms of positions rather thaIn

scattering phases.

Second, traditional methods use very simple models of atomic locations. They assume

that the electron distribution is impulsive but that the locations of the impulses are inde-

pendent identically (often uniformly) distributed random variables. A major component of

my approach is to invest a great deal of effort in modeling of the correlations between the

atomic locations. That is, I attempt to greatly improve the accuracy of the chemistry model.

In the work described in this paper, these correlations are modeled in a purely statistical

sense.
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Third, traditional methods take a complicated view of the inaccuracies in the actual

observations. These inaccuracies are due to photon counting statistics, detector errors, and

deviations of the actual physical process from the idealized mathematical model. In current

methods these inaccuracies are ignored at the phase-retrieval level, but included in the least

squares optimization. My approach includes these inaccuracies in a fundamental way from

the very start of the calculation.

The failure of current small molecule techniques to extend to larger molecules is attributed

by Bricogne [6, 7] to

1. inconsistent usage of probabilistic information by the reconstruction of joint probabil-

ity densities from marginal probability densities without accounting for the fact that

certain data entered into multiple marginal distributions [6, Section 2.2.2] and

2. inaccurate computation of marginal probabilities by the use of Edgeworth expanlsiolls

which are evaluated in the tails of the corresponding Gaussian distribution [6, Sec-

tion 2.2.1].

Bricogne addresses (2) by computing multiple expansions centered at different trial positions

and avoids (1) entirely by directly computing approximations to joint probability densities.

The multiple expansion points are examined through a branching strategy. These ideas are

closely related to maximum entropy through the introduction of independent but nonuniforml

a priori densities on the atomic locations. Impressed by the very idealized nature of the

independent atomic location hypothesis 3 I take a different approach starting with a model

where the atomic locations are not independent. Applying Bayesian ideas to this alternative

model requires approximations, but the approximations appear to avoid the problems of (1)

and (2) above.

Reflecting the differences between my approach and traditional methods, I use a rather

different mathematical formulation and set of mathematical tools. As is standard in Bayesian

3 This is also noted by Bricogne-see the final paragraph of [6, Section 1.1.1].



approaches, the statistical model separates into three parts, the a priori model which gives

a probability measure on a collection of underlying random variables whose values are to be

estimated, a transformation from the underlying random variables to the observed random

variables, and the observational model which gives a conditional probability measure on the

measured values of the observed random variables given their true values. The a priori model

is a Markov random field (MRF), or equivalently in physics nomenclature a statistical lattice

field theory, and the transformation and the observational model can also be integrated

into this framework. As discussed above, the MRF allows for dependence between the

different atomic locations. From the point of view of NIRFs, this work is unusual because

the Hamiltonian depends both on the field and on its Fourier transform. In addition, for

many statistical estimation applications, the obvious Hamiltonian is not useful because it is

invariant under translation, rotation, and reflection and therefore a symmetry breaking termi

must be added.

Motivated by [10], I introduce the spherical model to approximately deal with the matlhe-

matical difficulties due to the binary nature of the lattice variables. However, my mathemat-

ical treatment is very different. Specifically, [10, 11] use the scalar constraint of the spherical

model as a 6-function weighting function, represent the 6-function through its Fourier trans-

form, and make a nontrivial exchange of integration order before preceding to the large lattice

limit. I, on the other hand, treat the constraint of the spherical model as the definition of

a manifold and perform a Laplace type asymptotic evaluation of the multivariable integra-

tion over this manifold where the asymptotics is due to the observation error variances and

where the critical point location is determined by the methods of constrained multivariable

optimization theory. Independent of the spherical model, use of asymptotics in the variances

of the observation errors rather than in the lattice spacing/number of lattice sites or what

in a physics problem would be the external field strengths is unusual for lattice field theory

calculations. It is these mathematical methods-the lattice field theory, symmetry l real<ing.

spherical model, and small observation-error-variance asymptotics-that I wish to focus o0n
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in this paper.

From a signal-processing point of view, it is important to note several aspects of the prob-

lem. First, the quality of the data varies greatly over the different observations. Therefore,

estimation algorithms that can deal with varying observation noise are important. Second.

some data points will not be present. Specifically, the low resolution data within a sphere

centered around the DC Fourier coefficient and the high resolution data outside of an ellip-

soid centered around the DC Fourier coefficient are absent. Therefore, estimation algorithms

must also deal with missing data. Third, in this paper algorithms are proposed that provide

estimates of atomic locations (and therefore phases) based on the experimental data. Howv-

ever, I do not claim that these algorithms have extracted all available information in the data.

Rather I expect the results of these methods to be used as initial conditions for more com-

putationally intensive nonlinear optimization algorithms, analogous to the nonlinear least

squares used for refinement in crystallography.

An important part of crystallography is the space group symmetries of the crystal. In

this paper only the most simple space group is considered, that is, the space group where the

unit cell has no internal symmetries and therefore the asymmetric unit equals the unit cell.

This space group is called P1. Furthermore, since the equations are essentially independent

of d, the notation will be simplified by writing equations for d = 1 only. In the case d = 1

and P1, the only space group information is the single dimension of the unit cell.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following fashion. The statistical model

is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 the Bayesian statistical viewpoint, cost functions

for a Bayesian estimator, and the need for an additional symmetry-breaking term in the

Hamiltonian are discussed. Having presented the final Hamiltonian, the remainder of the

calculation is outlined in Section 4. The spherical model is recalled in Section .. After a

change to Fourier coordinates (Section 6) and evaluation of angular integrals (Section 7),

certain magnitude integrals are required which cannot be computed exactly. To treat this

problem. asymptotics in the variances of the observation errors is introduced in Section S.
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Some notation and results of elementary calculations are collected together in Section 9. The

critical point is computed in Section 10 using standard tools from constrainted multivariable

optimization theory. The required asymptotic formulae are computed in Section 11. In

Section 12 the previous results are combined to give formulae for the conditional expectation

of the field. Finally, the results to date and directions for future research are discussed in

Section 13.

2 Statistical Model

As described in the Introduction, in this paper a Bayesian view of the signal reconstlruc-

tion problem is presented. The statistical model has three parts-the a priori model, the

transformation from underlying to observed variables, and the observational model.

The physical model is that the electron density is made up of an infinite periodic collec-

tion of identical impulses normalized to unit amplitude, that the scattering is the Fourier

transform of the electron density, and that the measured quantity is the magnitude squared

of the scattering. The a priori probability measure describes how these impulses are posi-

tioned in space. The deterministic transformation is the Fourier transform followed by the

magnitude-squared operation and thus comes directly from the physics of the problem. The

conditional observational probability measure describes the errors in measuring the squared

magnitudes and, in practice, also the inaccuracies of the physical model. Note that the

a priori probability distribution is a much more subtle and flexible tool than merely speci-

fying that the variables must belong to some function space, which would correspond to a

probability measure that took on only two values-0 if the variables did not belong and an

appropriate nonzero value if they did belong.

Place a lattice within the asymmetric unit of the unit cell and constrain the atoms to

occupy sites in this lattice. This lattice is to be viewed as a numerical analysis lattice. The

underlying random variables. denoted 6,, are then taken as binary random variables. one at
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each lattice site, where 0 (1) corresponds to absence (presence) of a generic atom at that site.

The a priori probability measure is a Markov random field (MRF) [12] on this finite lattice.

The desirable features of the MRF are that it can describe dependencies (corresponding to

chemical bonds) between the atomic locations while at the same time it is sufficiently simple

mathematically that calculations can be performed.

To describe the MRF it is necessary to specify a neighborhood structure (described at the

end of this section), a set of boundary conditions, and an energy function (denoted Haprio°i).

The boundary conditions vary from space group to space group and for a given space group

are the generalizations of toroidal boundary conditions that are implied by the space group.

The energy function is the most general shift-invariant quadratic function, specifically,

L-1 L-1

U = Z Z In+nllw2(nl, n2)0f+f 2 +n wl2 n
1:=0 n2 =0

L-1
Hapriori = U,

n=O

where, as discussed previously, only the case d = 1 with space group P1 is considered so it is

necessary only to specify the periodicity of the crystal, which is L lattice sites. Without loss

of generality it is possible to assume w 2(nl, n2) = w 2 (n 2, nl) and to take the indicated form

for the linear term and have no constant term. The a priori probability measure is then

-r( 'I) 1 eH&pt iot i({0})
Pr({}) -Zapriori

where Z '&pri O is a normalization constant.

The reasons for this choice of Hpriori are two fold. First, this energy has a simple form

in terms of the Fourier coefficients of the field. Specifically, it is a linear combination of

functions of individual Fourier coefficients. Such simplicity is important for the success of

these analytic calculations. Second, this form for the energy function contains a number

of interesting special cases, including the Ising model of (anti) ferromagnetic materials and

models that reasonably capture the bond-length limitations in covalently-bound molecules

(see r13]). Much more detailed Hamiltonians. to which this quadratic Hamiltonian can be
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viewed as an approximation, have been considered but such Hamiltonians are too compllex

for analytic calculations.

Denote the measured random variables as Zk, the measured values (which are inaccurate)

as yk, and the sample variances of the errors in the measured values as a k. Given the

definition and interpretation of the 6n and the simple physical model discussed previously.

the deterministic transformation from underlying to measured variables is simply

Zk = Ik 12
L-1

Ak = E One - j ki
n=O

Because a sample variance is measured for each reflection k (but no crosscorrelation infor-

mation is measured) and because current methods use weighted least squares optimization.

I have used a Gaussian assumption for the conditional observational probability measure.

It is important to realize that this can also be written in the MRF formalism. Specifically.

define

Hobs = (y ({}))
k=O -Ork

where Yk and ck are observed in the experiment but I assume that ak is known exactly. Then

Pr({y}l{6}) T.= Zobs

The joint probability measure is

Pr({y}, {P}) = 1eH'({'{})

where H' = Hapiori+Hobs and Z' = zapriOriZbs, and primes are used because the bulk of this

paper will concern a modified Hamiltonian denoted H. Finally, the conditional observational

probability measure conditional on the data is

Pr({y}, {c})Pr({}lj{y}) - ({y})

For fixed {y} this measure is proportional to the joint measure.
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The a posteriori measure is also a MRF on the lattice variables {X} with the same

boundary conditions but with a different energy function (H') and a different neighborhood

structure. The neighborhood structure for the a priori measure was determined essentially

by the support of w 2(', '), could therefore have small neighborhoods (equivalently short range

interactions), and therefore might allow efficient approximate computations based on disjoint

neighborhood ideas. On the other hand, the neighborhood structure for the a posteriori

measure is determined by the summation in the definition of the Fourier coefficients (k,

which makes every site a neighbor of every other site. This is one manifestation of the

fundamental difficulty in this inverse problem-the measurements are taken in Fourier space

but the constraints are in Object space.

3 Bayesian Estimation and Symmetry Breaking

A Bayesian estimator minimizes the conditional expected value of a cost function that is a

function of both the estimated and the true values of the random variables. The conditioning

is on the observations Yk.

Let 0, be the random field and ¢,n be the estimate. I consider the 12 cost function

,n(*n - n,)2 where the sum is over all lattice sites. (For binary lattice variables this is the
r1 if i=j

same as the equal-penalty cost function E,(1 - 6~n,,n) where sij = ). This
0 otherwise

cost function is natural and the solution of its minimization can be computed analytically.

Specifically, the solution [14, 15] is to compute Pr(o, = ll{y}) = E(,lJ{y}) and then set

>, to zero (respectively, one) if this probability is less than (respectively, greater than) one

half. Therefore, it is necessary to compute the a posteriori expectation of the MRF.

In theory the needed expectations can be computed by summing e-H' or Hne' over all

configurations of the MRF lattice variables {6}. However. the Hamiltonian H' = HaPrio°'i+

H°bS has too many symmetries to be useful in this Bayesian estimation problem. Specifically.

in one dimension, if P0n is one configuration. described as a function of n, then o %,,o wsill
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have exactly the same total energy H'. By summing over all of these shifted configurations,

each with the same weight e-H, the resulting expectation will be constant, that is, it will

have a constant value that will not depend on n. Similarly for reflections through the origin.

In order to solve this problem in general, it is necessary to break the unwanted symime-

tries of H'. In the one-dimensional case, for example, it is necessary to favor a particular

translation no over all other translations. A natural method to achieve this in general is to

add an additional symmetry-breaking term HS' b to the Hamiltonian where

L-1

H.b. = qL E _,,nn (1)
n=O

0 if n = 0
and where ,n is real and periodic with period L. If , (Ln)/L if n then H- 'b' is

(L-n)/L if n 54 0
the first moment of the field ,n and the translational symmetry breaking effect is obvious'.

This convolutional form for HS.b ' is a "good" choice because it can be viewed as a mild

perturbation (it depends only linearly on the field ,n) and because, like the quadratic HaPr i r' i,

it can be written as a linear combination of functions of individual Fourier coefficients. \'Vhile

/ln, could be set independently of the data, it is not clear what criteria should be employed.

I take a different approach and use n, as the parameters in a data-dependent adaptive

estimation scheme.

The definition of the total Hamiltonian as H = Hapriori + Hobs + Hs.b. and the choice of

estimation goal form a complete definition of the problem. The remainder of this paper is

devoted to the mathematics of calculating (approximations) to

Zexac t ({y}) _ eH({YM}0{D} (2)

EeXact (~I~y)= e- (1 ) (3)
Zexact({y}) {QY }

The close relationship with calculations in statistical mechanics should be obvious.

41n higher dimensions the first moment is a vector. However, Hs' b. must be a scalar.
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4 Outline of the Calculation

The calculation proceeds in the following fashion. First, the entire calculation is done in

terms of the coefficients of the Fourier series of the SMRF field 0o. This is the natural choice

of variables because Hobs, which is quartic in the 0, is "diagonal" in this choice of variables.

This is the reason for the care in choosing Hapriori and Hs' b as described above. Second,

two approximations are introduced to address two different problems. First, the zero-one

nature of the MRF lattice variables is very difficult tQ. del with. Therefore, the spherical

model, which is a relaxation of this constraint, is introduced. Second, even with the spherical

model, the problem has high dimensional exponential-of-quartic integrals which cannot be

computed exactly. Therefore an asymptotic small noise approximation is introduced where

the observation noise is assumed to have small variance. That is, in Ho°b it is assumed that

Oak [ 0. With these two approximations it is possible to compute the desired expectations

analytically.

Two different asymptotic approximations are considered. In the first approximation

("Problem 1"), ak 1 0 so that Ho°b t o0. Therefore, the a priori model Hapriori is progressively

forgotten. In the second approximation ("Problem 2"), Hapriori T o also, but Hob, , a

nonzero finite constant. In this case the a priori model never becomes insignificant.

In more detail, once the symmetry breaking term Hsb has been introduced and H =

HaPriori+ Hobs+ Hs-b- has been defined, the calculation using the spherical model and asymp-

totic approximation precedes in the following fashion. The sums over the lattice variables are

written as integrals over a singular measure and then the desired measure is approximated

by a second, also singular, measure (Step 1). The spherical model is this change of measure.

Specifically, instead of concentrating the measure at the corners of a hypercube representing

the binary constraints on the lattice variables, the new measure weighs equally all points on

a sphere circumscribed around the hypercube. The integrals are written in terms of Fourier

coordinates (Step 2), the Fourier coordinates are written in terms of magnitude and rotated

'4



phase variables (Step 3) which decouple in the spherical model, and the phase integrals are

performed exactly in terms of modified Bessel functions (Step 4). The remaining integrals

over the magnitudes are performed by the asymptotic approximation.

Two different asymptotic approximations are defined (Step 5). In both cases the integral

is of Laplace type and the integration region is one orthant (the variables are all positive) of a

manifold (from the spherical model constraint). The two different asymptotic approximations

turn out to differ only in the definition of certain constants. Some notation is defined (Step 6)

and some properties of the nonexponential portion of the initegrand are noted (Step 7). The

critical point can be computed explicitly (Step 8).

I give formal calculations rather than rigorous proofs of the asymptotic formulae. First

the plan is outlined (Step 9). The plan depends on the implicit function theorem in ordler

to deal with the manifold constraint, Taylor series expansions (around the critical point)

of the exponent and of the nonexponential portion of the integrand, and expectations of

polynomials of Gaussian random variables on the half (rather than full) line in order to deal

with the orthant constraint. The Taylor expansion results are stated (Step 10). These restlts

are complicated by the fact that the nonexponential part of the integrand typically vanishes

at the critical point. Finally, the chain of approximations implied by the plan is applied in

order to compute the formulae for the leading term of the asymptotic expansions (Step 11).

I describe why rigorous proofs are difficult.

The actual conditional expectations are ratios of the asymptotic expansions (see, e.g..

eqn. 6) where the critical point is the same in the numerator and denominfator. This leads

to major simplifications which are described (Step 12). Finally, the nonlinear thresholding

to reconstruct the signal 0,n is described (Step 13).
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5 Spherical Model

The summations of eqns. 2 and 3 over configurations of the binary-valued , n E (0,.. , L}

are written as integrals over RL with a weighting function

L-1

W = 11 6( on -5n )
n=O

where 5(x) is the Dirac delta function and 6(f(x)) means

S(f( X)) = -1 ejkf/i)dk'

in the distributional sense.

Let ~ = (~l,..., ~L). The spherical model approximation is to replace wexact, which

constrains ~ to lie at the corners of an L-dimensional hypercube, by Wspherica l, which is

defined to constrain ¢ to lie on the hypersphere circumscribed around the hypercube.

Derivation of the hypersphere equation is simplified by considering ,gn E {-1, +1 ). In

this case the center of the hypersphere is at the origin and its radius is R = :;_-0 12 =

iV/, and therefore its equation is =o- = L. Since = n + 1) the equation for

the hypersphere for On is L=On(n - 1) = 0. Therefore, the spherical model weighting

function is
L-1

W hrical = s(- n(n )).
n=O

It is difficult to assess the errors caused by the spherical model because few MRF problems

can be exactly solved. The Ising model has site variables ,n E {41} and, in zero external

field, has Hamiltonian H = -J E<i,,Ji>, ij where the sum is over nearest neighbors. In

two dimensions the exact solution is known and there is a critical point at temperature

2J = .881 while in the spherical model corresponding to the two dimensional Ising model

there is no critical point (i.e., _ = oo). However, in three dimensions the approximation

is much more accurate. Specifically, though the exact solution of the three dimensional

Ising model is not known, the critical point is believed to lie near T = .443 while the

spherical model corresponding to the three dimensional Ising model has a critical point at
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kT = .505. Note that these comparisons (from [16]) are for collective properties of infinite

homogeneous lattices while this paper describes work concerning individual site statistics in

finite inhomogeneous lattices. I am not aware of comparisons, presumably based in part onl

numeric simulation, which are more directly relevant to this paper. This completes Step 1.

6 Fourier Coordinates

Because Ho° b is "diagonal" in the Fourier coefficients ok-o'f the field n,, the coefficients oIk are

the natural variables for this problem. In this section, H and wspherical are rewritten in terms

of these coordinates (Step 2) and magnitude and rotated phase variables are introduce(d

(Step 3).

Define the double Fourier series expansion of w2 as
L-1 L-1

WV2 (kk 2) = einkZw2 (n, n2 )e-J'k2 .
nl =O n2 =0

Properties of W2 that follow from w2 E R will be useful in what follows.

Using the definition of W2, HaPriori can be written as

1 L-1
Hapriori = LW2(k, k) + Wi o.

k=O

H°bS is already expressed in terms of (D. Since HS' b' is a convolution evaluated at sample 0.

HS .b. can be written

L-1

H.b. = q Ekkk

k=O

where Tk are the Fourier coefficients of i,. Finally, by using Parseval's Theorem and n, E R.

Wspherical can be written
1 L-1

wspherical = ( E 12 _ 0

k=0

The variables {(} are real and therefore 1k = -(L-k. Assume that L, the number of lattice

sites per unit cell, is odd. Then for any d (the dimension of the space) only (o is guaranteed

to be real5 . Furthermore, again because O,n is real, not all of the Fourier coefficients (DP can

5 For L even an increasing number of ok are guaranteed to be real as d increases.
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be taken as independent degrees of freedom. For L odd it is convenient to take

§41 , 2o1

i 0

2 2

as independent. Define ,r,k = Rk, Di,k = o-k, KL =0,1,..., L1}, and IfL = {1,

L-1}
2

Writing out the total Hamiltonian for the L odd case gives

12
H YO

+ r,,o [W1 + qjo]

+ 2 [ W2(0, 0) + Yo]

L-i

2aiy k 2_
+ E: -tk2 2Yk + 20 ,2 L-k

+ R{jIkrk} 2 q

+ I|kl 2 I (-k, k)- - YLk
Tk 0rL-k

+ IkI [2 2 + 2oa2]}

Similarly
L-I

wspherical = 5(_2o -0o + 
W L O-~TL0

k=l

This completes Step 2.

Introduce a parameter /3, analogous to inverse temperature in statistical mechanics. which

allows the entire Hamiltonian to be simultaneously scaled. This scaling is analogous to scaling

the inverse of the variance of a Gaussian distribution. The choice 3 = I leaves the varianlce

as set by wl, w 2 in H ap '° r'. r in H °bs, and q, ?,- in Hsb unchanged.

1S



In H the contribution of different Qk is additive. Define

ao,o + ao, + lr,o + ao,2 r,o0 + ao0,4(:r, 0 if k = 0

h ak,0 + ak,1R{~kl~-} + ak,21)k122 ak,4IkI4 if k 7 0

where the akj have the straightforward definitions stated in Appendix A. Then,

L-1

-OH = E-phk-
k=O

For k E KI, change variables to l = lkl.k Introduce magnitude and phase variables

by

{ 1O if k=0 O
rk = r

l~I if k E IL+

:O if k- =0
Ok =

(DI if k E KL

where the fact that Do is real has been used.

In these variables -phk has the form

-ihk = 0
ak,O + ak,lrk Cok + ak,2r + ak,4r if k E K+

L-1

wspherical = 6( r0 +
L0 L k=l

Note that WSPherica l depends only on the rk variables and is independent of the Ok variables.

In preparation for the angular integrations, the Hamiltonian is divided into two parts,

one part (hk,o,r) that includes all of the 0 dependence and some r dependence also, and a

second part (hk,r) that contains no 0 dependence. The definitions are

-0 if k=O

ak,lrk cos Ok if k E Kt'
(a0 ,0o + ao0 ,1 ro0 + ao,2ro + a0 ,4r if k = 0

-hk.r = 

aak,0 2r + ak,4rk if k C KIj

Then. -3hk = -/ 3hk,,r - ,hk,r. This completes Step 3.
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7 Partition Function and Moments

Combining the results presented in the previous two sections, in this section the approxiina-

tions under the spherical model to the partition function Zexact({y}) (eqn. 2) and moments

EeXact(nif{y}) (eqn. 3) are written out and the integrals over the rotated phase coordinates

(Step 4) are performed. The partition function Z after the introduction of the spherical

model is

+0 0 +00 +00 + 00 pherical 
Z({y}) = 0 d1aro dear, f devil . - -0d 2 I 00 2

*+00 /+0 +2-rJ r27r

= dro rl dr 1 dO1 ... rL-1 drL-1 dO L-1_ hercale
foo 

L- L-1
r+00 r+oo +00 2 2

= dro dr,. drL-1 spherical exp(Z -3hk,r) II rkOk(rk) (4)
Lo0oo 2 k=0 k=1

where for k X Ki

EO (rk) = dOk exp(-I hk,o, )

= 2lro(ak.lrk)). (.)

The 0 k integral is standard [17, eqn. (8.431 4.) for v = 0].

In accord with the use of Fourier variables, the mean of the field is computed in terms

of the mean of its Fourier coefficients. That is, an approximation is computed under the

spherical model to Eexact(kIf{y}) rather than to EeXact(~l {y}). For the mean of Dk., the

integrand for Z is multiplied by

ro if k = 0
(I r e~p S'7k if k E K+

= rkexpOkk ifkLC K

and the result is scaled by v. Therefore,

1 +00 +00 +00

E(r 7 .ol{y}) = ({y}) dro dr ... drL-i x
~Z({y D . Jo 2

L-l1 L-I

x rwspherical exp( -3hk.,) 'I r®o.(rk) (6)
-=-O k=1

E(,oj{y}=) 0('
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1 r+00 r+00 t+

E(kI(y)}) Z({Y}) f dro drl drL- 
L-1 L-1

X k .i rkwsP exp(Z - -hl,r,)rk Ek(rk) rI rE)?(r,)
XI [-~k 1=0 I =l

Irk

k e KIl (8)

where for k E KL

e)%(rk) = 2; dOk exp(jOk) exp(-hka,,r)

= 2 rIIl(ak,lrk). (9)

The 0 k integral is the derivative with respect to the parameter (justified by the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem) of a standard integral [17, eqn. (8.431 1.) for v = 0].

The remaining E(klI{y}) are specified by Ok = ID,_k, that is, E((ikt{y}) = E(L._kk{y})'.

This completes Step 4.

8 Asymptotics

Unfortunately, the magnitude integrals presented in the previous section (i.e., eqns. 4, 6, 7,

and 8) do not appear to be solvable in terms of standard functions. In the Bayesian context,

especially considering the relatively good accuracy of the crystallographic data, it is natural

to consider an asymptotic evaluation in terms of small variances of the observation noise. The

parameters that one typically considers for asymptotics in statistical mechanics problems

are less appropriate. For instance, asymptotics in the lattice spacing/number of lattice

sites would increase without bound the number of random variables being estimated while

asymptotics in the "external field" strengths corresponds to asymptotics in the scattering

intensities, which need not be small.

Two different asymptotic limits are considered. One limit, denoted Problem 1, is purely a

small observation noise limit. That is, these integrals are evaluated in the limit ar, 2 0. More
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precisely, the assumption is that a k = xak and \ T oo. The second limit, denoted Prol-

lem 2, combines the small observation noise limit with a proportional scaling of the a priori

Hamiltonian. Specifically, the assumption is that a k = x, a 2 (kt,k 2 ) = AXtli2(kl, _k),

wl = AXiyw, A T oo, and X is a fixed real number.

Two different problems are formulated because in Problem 1, the true small observation

noise limit, the influence of the a priori portion of the Hamiltonian relative to the obser-

vational portion of the Hamiltonian decreases as A grows. Though the resulting estimators

are used at finite A, they are derived in the A -- oo limit and therefore may undesirably

suppress the prior knowledge represented by the a priori portion of the Hamiltonian. On tdie

other hand in Problem 2 the a priori portion is rescaled so that the a priori and observa-

tional portions of the Hamiltonian have constant (in the sense of fixed ratio) influence. This

completes Step 5.

In Problem 1 in the case when no observation is taken at frequency k, there is no \

dependence in -,3hk. However, wspherical continues to couple this rk integral to the other ,'1

integrals, some of which must have A dependence.

Both Problems 1 and 2 concern the asymptotic expansion of integrals of the form

fD a(x)e ' Y (x)dx in the limit A -- oo where -y is real and therefore the integral is of Laplace

type [18]. Not only the order in A but also the numerical coefficient of the first nonzero term

in the A -, co asymptotic series is required.

The points where the exponent 7 attains a global maximum, called critical points, play

an important role in the large-A asymptotics because as A -, oo the entire contribution

to the integral comes from a neighborhood of those points. Though it does not contribute

to the determination of the critical points, the behavior of a (the nonexponential part of

the integrand), especially the points at which ca and perhaps its derivatives vanish. is also

important because these points may, and in fact do, occur at the critical points. As will

be described, the problem is difficult because the critical point lies on the boundary of the

domain of integration D. the boundary of D is not smooth at the critical point. and ca



vanishes to high and data-dependent order at the critical point.

9 Asymptotics-Notation

In this section the first goal is to define notation so that the partition function (eqn. -4) and

conditional means (eqns. 6, 7, and 8) can be written

Z(A) = J gwsphericale-PHA
E(rol {y} ) (A) = J gowspheric e-ApH

E(Okl{y})(A) = jgkwsPlericale- AHA k KI +

First define some quantities related to the exponent. Having introduced hk,o,, and hk,,.

in Section 7 and A and X in Section 8, it is helpful to have a second set of constants that

show the dependencies more explicitly than the ak,,,. Define bk,,, where n is the order of the

1 dependence and s is a suffix. The three suffixes are s = a for dependence on ak (which

automatically implies dependence on A), s = b for dependence on A but not a (this can only

occur in Problem 2), and s = c for no dependence on A. Because hk,o,r and hk,r have different

order of dependence on ~k, a given bkh,, constant automatically enters into one or the other

but not both.

The two sets of bk,,, definitions, one for Problem 1 and one for Problem 2, are in Ap-

pendix A. The only difference between Problem 1 and 2 is the definition of these constants

bk,,s, and for both Problem 1 and Problem 2 the ak,n in terms of the bk,,, take the form

ak,O = - Abk,Oa

ak,1 = Abk,lb + bk,lc

ak,2 = Abk,2a + Abk,2b + bk,2e

ak,4 = -Abk, 4a.



Make explicit the A dependence of the exponent by defining

r bo,icro + bo,2cro if k = 0
-1hk,rO =- (10)

bk,2cr. if k E IfL

-bO,Oa + bo,lbro + (bo, 2a + bo.2b)r 2
-bo 4arP if k = 0

-3hkrl =4r if k
-bk, + (bk,2. + bk,2b)r2 - bk, 4ar4 if k E /+

so that

-Ohk,r = -Ahk,rO - A3hk,rl

and there is no other A dependence in hk,r- Define

L-1

-_HA = Z-/hk,rl-
k=O

Second, define some quantities related to the nonexponential part of the integrand. Define{ exp(-,ho,,o(x)) k = 0

qO() = x)O~(x) exp(-OhkrO(X)) k K ( I11){ x exp(-pho,ro(x)) k = O

qk(x) = 'i x2ekI(x) exp(-/3 hk,ro(X)) k E K (12)

o(n) dn qk (X)
qk () = d

1 (n) ddq'(x)
qk (x) = dxn

Then

L-1

gz(ro,rl,...,rL-1) = I q(rk) (1:3)
2 k

k=O

gk(ro,rl,. . . ,rL ) = qk(rk) I qO(r3) k ICr. (4L)
J'O

which are all independent of A.

The second goal is to fix some notation concerning the critical point. Let p E R ? - +I. p =

(Po, P1, p. p L-= ) be the critical point, and define , = (p, pL- ). Simiiarl.
2

the variable r will always denote a variable in R -z while the variable will alwa.s d-lc, ote
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a variable in R 2-. Components of the critical point p that are zero play an important role.

Define

A, = {k E KLjPk = O} (1)

AP = {kK +Ipk-O}. (16)

Define
L-1

C(rO,ri,...,r.) = 7 ro- y.ot rk
k=l

so that

wspherica = s(C(ro, ... 1, rL- ))

Therefore, the integrals of eqns. 4, 6, 7, and 8 are only over (a subset of) the manifold

defined by C(ro, rl,..., r_-1) = 0. The implicit function theorem assures the existence

in a neighborhood of p of a continuously differentiable function p : R 2 - R such that

C(r7p(), f) = 0 in this neighborhood assuming that (0, 0C)(p) = 2o- 1 5 0 which is true

so long as Po Z . For notational convenience define

L-1 L-1

Fp : R/2 - R 2- + l

r/p(f) if k = 0
(Fp(r))k -=. (it)

rk ifk i K1

Note that Fp(p) = p. This completes Step 6.

The third goal is to state properties of the zeros of g and the derivatives of g. These

properties are stated in terms of the corresponding properties of the q functions. For k = 0

(respectively k E KI ) the behavior of the q functions in the region x E R (respectively

x > 0) is important. In this region, elementary computations reveal that

q°(x) > 0 Vx R

qo(x) > 0 Vx > O, qo(O) = 0 k E K'

qo(x) > o > 0. qo(x) < o x < 0, qO'(o) = o0 0IQ\·I 'V'"'V 70V 



ql(x) > 0 Vx > 0, q,(x) =0 k E K

q°() (0) # 0 k E IfL (18)

q(1)(0) 0 0

q1( 1)(0) =0 k E iC L

q1(2)(0) 0 k E If +

q1(3)(0) 5 0 k E K+g
Qk L~~'~Lo

This completes Step 7.

Finally, Gaussian integrals play an important role. Define

N R" 'Xn -X R

V(Q) = det(Q)2w

which is the normalization factor for a Gaussian density with covariance matrix Q-' (i.e.,

Pm,Q-' (r) = N(Q) exp(--(r - m)T Q(r- m))).

10 Asymptotics-Critical Point

The critical point is computed using standard techniques from constrained optinlization

theory [19, 20].

Consider two optimization problems:

Opt 1 : minI3Hx

subject to C = 0, rk > 0 k E IKL

Opt 2 : min/3Hx\

subject to C = 0.

The development described in previous sections leads to problems of the type Opt 1. The

solution of such problems appears to require the use of Kuhn-Tucker theory because of the
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presence of the inequality constraints on rk k E K+. However, because /3Hx depends oil /k

k E K[ only through r', any extreme point in the complement of {ro E R}x {rk > 01k E

KI} maps to an extreme point within {ro E R}x {rk > 01k E KL} which has the salme

value. Furthermore, there are no extreme points on the boundary for Opt 1 that are not

also extreme points for Opt 2. Therefore, assuming that the solution is suitably reflected

into the orthant {ro E R}x {rk > Olk E K+ }, it is sufficient to solve Opt 2, which requires

only the simpler Lagrange theory.

The Lagrange multiplier variable is denoted r. All points are regular points. The applica-

tion of the Lagrange conditions yields the following sets of equations. The k = 0 component

of the gradient condition gives

-bo,lb- 2(b0 ,2 a + bo,2b)P + 4bo,4aP + r(po - 1) = (19)

while the k E ILk components give

- 2(bk,2a + bk,26b)Pk + 4bk,4aPk + TPk = O. (20)

The constraint condition gives

L-1
1 S2 Po2+0 (21)2

P0-PO L E k- P (1)
k=1

The subspace

M(p) = {YIVC(p) T y = 0}

simplifies to
L-1

M(p) = {yl( Po - I)yo + L PkYk = 0

Therefore, the second order condition gives

YT diag(-2(bo,2 + bo,2b) + 12bo,4ap2 + Tr

4
... ,-2(bk.2a + bk.2b) + 12b,4a pk + r.. .)y > O My M(p)

2)-
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or equivalently

0 < -2(bO,2a + bo,2 ) + 12bo,4api + T7; yo

L-I

+ d [-2(b.k,2 + bk,2b) + 12bk,4aP2 + 7r Y2 y E M(p). (22)
k=1 4]

The goal is to find all solutions p, r of eqns. 19, 20 k E KL, and 21 satisfying eqn. 22. The

approach is to solve the gradient equation (eqn. 20) for each k E IKL to get Pk as a function

of r. The function depends on whether an observation is or is not taken at frequency k. In

addition, in order to get a single valued function, the second order condition (eqn. 22) must

be taken into consideration. Then the pair of equations eqns. 19 and 21, after suIbstitution

of Pk as a function of r k E KL¢, determine po and r. Finally, given r, the expressions for pk

k E If+ as a function of r fix the remaining Pk-

The value of pk as a function of r for a given frequency k depends on whether or not an

observation was taken at frequency k. Define B = {k E KL 1 an observation was taken at

frequency k}.

Consider the gradient equation (eqn. 20) at k # 0. First consider the case where an

observation is taken at frequency k, i.e., k E B. Then the three values

(bk,2. + bk.2b) - 72
Pk(7) = ± I kE K KL nB

2bk,4.

are the only alternatives for Pk. The negative square root need not be considered. Further-

more, the fact that Pk E R requires

(bk,2a + bk,2b) - L > 0

if the positive square root solution is to be acceptable. Therefore,

0Pk() 0 (bk.2.+bk.2 )-t! if r < L(bk,2a + bk,2b)

0 if T > 2 (bk.2a + bk,2b)

Suppose /5, - satisfied the gradient conditions (k e KL) and the constraint condition.

Consider the second order condition. Suppose there is a k _ B such that i3j. = 0. Let



y E R-2-+1 be the vector with exactly one 1 in position k. That is, (Y)k = 65k,.. Because

.= 0, y E M(A). Then the second order condition requires

-4
0 < -2(bk,2a + b2,b) + 4

Therefore,

> 2L(bk,2 0 + bk,2b).

Therefore, for p, r that are local minima it is necessary..to have

() (bk, 2+bk, 2b)7-A if r < L(bk,2a + bk,2b) k E £+ n B. (23

0 if 7 > 2(bk,2a + bk,2b)

Second, continuing with the gradient equation (eqn. 20) at k 5 0, consider the case where

an observation is not taken at frequency k, i.e., k E KL - B. In this case, bk,a = bk2a =

bk,4a = 0. Then the values

0 O if r 54 2 bk,2b
Pk(T) = 2 k E KLK -B1 nonnegative if 7 = Lbk,2b

are the only alternatives for Pk.

Suppose p, ~ satisfied the gradient conditions (k E KL) and the constraint conlditioll.

Consider the second order condition. Suppose there is a k E Ki - B such that p. = 0. Let

yj E R 2 +1 be the vector with exactly one 1 in position k. That is, (k)k = 56k. Because

P, = 0, y E M(P). Then the second order condition requires

4
0 < -2bk,2 + - 72L.

Therefore,

Ra> b;k,2tb

Recall that for : Ki - B such that Pk 4 0. there is already the requirement that 

Lb.2b- (There can be at most one such k). Therefore. for p. r that are local minima it is
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necessary to have

L br > 9bk,2bVkeKI--B

O if rT > 2 bk,2b E IK[ - B
pk(7) = k E Is -B. (24)

nonnegative if r = Lbk,2b

The equations eqns. 23 and 24 determine pk k E KIL as a function of r. Because of the

step-like dependence of pk(r) on r, it is most straightforward to solve the remaining two

equations (eqns. 19 and 21) by partitioning the set of allowed r values, which is R, at the

discontinuities. The locations of the discontinuities depend on the measured data. Then,

by hypothesizing that r falls between some pair of adjacent discontinuities, one call derive a

quadratic or cubic equation for po from the constraint equation (eqn. 21). Using this value in

the k = 0 term of the gradient equation (eqn. 19) allows the computation of r, which may or

may not fall into the hypothesized range of values. If r does fall into the hypothesized range

of values then it is straightforward to compute Pk and HxA for this local minimum. Finally,

among all the local minimum of ,HAx, the critical point p is the point where /OHx attains its

global minimum (or equivalently the exponent -3HxA attains its global maximum). Because

the partitioning of R involves only L-1 points, this is a very practical algorithm. See [13]

for details. A very important point is that multiple components of the critical point will

typically have value zero. This completes Step 8.

11 Asymptotics-Formulae

I give formal calculations in the spirit of [181 rather than rigorous proofs of the necessary

formulae.

As discussed in Section 8, the goal is to compute the numerical value of the leading

nonzero term of an asymptotic expansion of the integral

I(A) = j dro1 dr --... drL-1 g(r)6(C(r))e-\J Hir)
'
=_

- -O O
rIn=

0
L-1 =0 2
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as ---, oo where g is any of gz, go, and gk E KL. That is, the goal is to comlpuLte an1

explicit formula Io(A), i.e., a formula without integral signs and so forth, such that

lim I(A) = 1.
-oo lo(A)

In the limit A -, oo the contribution to I(A) comes from vanishing neighborhoods of

the global maxima of -/,Hx (the critical points) since outside of this region the integral

is decreased by a factor exp(-A,3(HA(r)- HA(p))) and A is arbitrarily large. Consider the

contribution from one such critical point p and contract.the. region of integration to a neigh-

borhood of p. If a component pk k E KL is zero, then p will lie on the boundary of the

neighborhood. Throughout, by taking A sufficiently large, it is possible to take the neigh-

borhood as small as desired. Within the neighborhood of p, the inverse function theorem

guarantees that the constraint C(r) = 0 can be solved for ro as a function of rl, ... , 7'L-I

(i.e., r/p(F) and F,(f) in eqn. 17). Using this relationship the ro integration6 can be performed

leaving the integrand

g(Fp(f)) ep(-AOH(Fp(F))).

Also, within a neighborhood of the critical point p, the term PHHx(Fp(f)) can be re-

placed by a two term Taylor series expansion around ? = p and the term g(Fp,()) can be

replaced by the least-order Taylor series expansion around f = p that satisfies the follow-

ing two conditions. First, it must have nonzero coefficients. Second, multiplication by the

exponential of the two-term Taylor series expansion of HHx,(F,(F)) and integration over an

appropriate region must give a nonzero result. These two conditions result in computing the

leading nonzero (rather than possibly zero) term. It is at this point that the vanishing of

the nonexponential part of the integrand matters.

Finally, the region of integration can be expanded as follows since the additional contri-

bution to the integral is negligible. For coordinates rk k E Kj such that pk . 0 the region

SUnder suitable limitations on g one has f f(x)6(g(l))dx = f The denominator is comnoll t.o all

integrals computed in this paper and will cancel from the ratios of interest. Therefore it is routinely dropped

without comment.
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of integration is expanded from the neighborhood of Pk to (-oo, +oo) while, if Pk = O0 the

region of integration is expanded from the neighborhood of Pk to [0, +oo). The two cases

occur because if pk = 0 then the integrand is not small at rk = O- and expansion of the

region of integration for rk into the negative half line gives large contributions that are not

present in the original integral. Note that the resulting integral is in the form of the moment

of a polynomial (from the Taylor series expansion of g(F,(f))) with respect to a Gaussian

density (from the exponential of the Taylor series expansion of -/3Hx(Fp(r))) where the

moment is over a hyperplane in RL rather than all of RL due to the pk = 0 coordinates.

This completes Step 9.

The Taylor series around p of the exponent -I3H,(F,(f)) has the form

-,3Hx(F~p(r)) ; -/3Hx(p) - I( r-p )TLp( -).

The absence of a linear term is due to the fact that p, which is an extreme point of the

constrained optimization problem Opt 1, is also a stationary point. The form of L,, all

elementary calculation, is given later in this section.

The Taylor series around p of the nonexponential part of the integrand has several possible

forms due to the fact that g can vanish at the critical point.

Case I: assume g(p) # O. Then

g(Fp(r)) , g(p).

From the properties of g implied by eqn. 18, this requires that A,, = 0 (see eqn. 16).

Case II: assume g(p) = 0. There are subcases. First note that po = 0 implies pk = 0

Vk E KL' by the constraint equation. The subcases are based on whether there is a unique

derivative of lowest order of g o FP (function composition) that is nonzero at p versus several

derivatives of the same order. The subcases are:

Case IIA (unique derivative):

assume g(p) = O, g E {gzgo,ggk }, Po 40. Pk = 0 Vk E .A 0 or
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assume g(p) = 0, g E {gz,gk}, Po = 0 implies pk = Vk E AP = +;

Case IIB (nonunique derivative):

assume g(p) = 0, g = go, po = 0 implies Pk = 0 Vk E AP = K+.L

Since I believe that cases with po = 0 are rare and have not seen one in simulation. and

since the Case IIB subset of the po = 0 cases is complicated, I will not present Case IIB here.

For Case IIA the minimal Taylor series expansion is

( 9A~gz)(P) rIjEA, rj if g = gz

(dA90go)(P) nIjEA, rj if'g=go
g(Fp(f))

(ag(F(r)) gk)(P) rIjEAp ri if g9 = gk k E iK k A ip

!(d&rkt&rkpgk)(p)rk HIjEAp-{k} rj if g = gk k E KI k E .Ap

where ds = rliESOri and &i is the partial derivative with respect to ri. This completes

Step 10.

These ideas lead to the follow chains of approximations.

L-1

I(A) = ] dr+c o dr dr-g(r)6(C(r))eAOHA(r)
Eof(-oo,+co) j=l E[O,0oo)

drj | e c drop ri |drjg(r)6(C(r))e- 3 HA(r)
roE(Po-E.PO+F) j=l IrG(OoO)f(p,-c p,+4

2 l- [0,[ ) djIE H ]dr.g(p,(_,)e,-+ drjg(Fp(r))e¢- H X(Fp('))j= 1 i[O,oo)nfl(ppj-e,pj +c)

jEgAp Er; e) jiEK+ A, E((Pj-Pj/+ _e)z exp(-AO3H,\(p))N'(ALp) Hr rEtO,4 j drr HxL(P-eP2 r)

xg(Fp(r))N(ALp) exp(-2(I - P)TXLp(i --))

Case I:

I(\) ~ g(p)exp(-A/ Hx(p))N-(\Lp) Idrj x
dr1 x

x V(AL,o)exp(- ( r )-p T AL,(-p ))
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g(p)exp(-A1 H,\(p))N-'(A\L) if drj x
jEKL+ E(-o,+o)

1
xN(ALP) exp(--(f - p)TALp( -p))

= g(p) exp(-AflH\(p))NV-'(ALp) (25)

Case IIA: If g E {gz,go} or g = g k E KL+ and k ~ A4p then

I(A) ~ (A,pg)(p)exp(-AIH,\(p))N-'(ALP) JI j[ O,) drj ri x
jEA., rE(o,) jEA,

X drVN(ALp) ep(-( -)TAL(f- ))
jEK+-AP J (pj e x(-,p, +) -

x (a-p 9)(P) exp(-A\fH,\(p))\- (ALa) H |lo,, drj j x

x~l rJE(-oo dr3V(AXLp) exp(- (r( - )TAL(-p))

~jf{~~ jEA EAp p

where Lp(Ap) = Lx with rows i A, and columns j Ap(, crossed out and - = )

p = {p3}jAp = O. (The last transformation reflects the fact that the marginal distributions

of jointly Gaussian variables are Gaussian). Similarly, if g = g k E KL and k E A, theni(i) j ((Oaig)(p) exp( (-,3H\(p))N V-l(ALp) EH f~ drj x

Xr3 I rjNV(ALp (A()) )exp((-r A Lp(Ap)P ) (26)

Therefore, Case IIA reduces to the evaluation of the zerfact thmean Gaussian edispectations

e(s are Gaussian). Similarly, if g = Eg K and then

e(A) = E [r' (rk)T p (rJ')( k)1
ek(A) - ~ Clt'kf kj E[' ' k

J=1

(and eventually thae ratios R(ke. t) =o.e() h e [ eo= a ife c o



In the general covariance case for n > 1 it is very difficult to compute e(A), ek(,\) ot

R(k, A) = ek(\) However, L,(A,) is diagonal. Specifically

L LPOP(Lp)k,j = [fo(po ) + kj (pk) + 
2PO(po) + * ' i (p~) + 

valid only at the critical point p where

f j (rj) = -2(bj, 2a + bj,2b) + 12bj,4ar,

defines fj and T is the Lagrange multiplier at the critical point. Therefore

Lp (fAt) = diag(fi(0) + 7-, i E Ap),

the covariance matrix is diag(,\ - [fi(O) + T4] , i E Ap), the random variables are actually

independent, and the expectations factor.

For a scalar Gaussian zero-mean random variable with standard deviation a the various

moments are

E1 x 3 x ... x (n - )ao if n even

0 if n odd
1 x 3 x - x (n-1)an if n = 2k

EIxI" = {/2-kk.2 k+i if n = 2k + 1

For any symmetric distribution, E [x'n(z)] = 2E [j1Xn] . Therefore,

e(A) = (28)

(2) Vi= m +[fj(O)+ TLl

ek(X) = ('(29)

(=2-) A2 [f0(O) + 7 nj- f()+ T L

A [fk(O) + TL]

R(k,X) =
3A [fk(0) + 7 ]'

This completes Step 11 (eqns. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29).
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The previous calculations are formal rather than rigorous. The difficulty in p)rovinlg

results of this nature lies in (1) the location of the critical point, (2) the restricted region

of integration, and (3) the vanishing of g at the critical point. Superficially, the manifold

constraint C(r) = 0 appears to add a great deal of complexity but this is actually not the

case. Specifically, fix k E KL. The equation C(r) = 0 can be solved for r. as a polynomial

function of ro, rl, ... , rk-1, rk+l, ... , rL-1. This function can be substituted into - 3 hk,rl

leaving an exponent that is polynomial, though now with coupling terms between r1i, rj.

The problem with the critical point and the region of integration is simply that typically

multiple components of the critical point are zero and therefore not only is the critical point

on the boundary of the region of integration but the boundary is not smooth at that poilt.

The problem with g vanishing at the critical point is that the numerical coefficients of low

order terms in the asymptotic expansion will be zero and, as always, high order terms are

extremely difficult to compute explicitly. Furthermore, the specific order of the first nonzero

term is data dependent.

12 Computation of E(DIr,ol{y}) and E((kl{y}), and Fi-

nally E(Q I y})

Results are computed only to first order in the asymptotic parameter A. Specifically,

Z(A) = J gz(C)e- OAHA

Io(A) = Jgo6(C)e-*HA

Ik(A) = f gkS(C)e - x H , k E KI

are computed to first order in A with resulting functions Z(A), 0O(A), and /k(A), and then

the desired expectations are computed as the ratios

E(1r.ol{,yj) ;-,t -- to =0Io(A)

z-x)6



E(k{Y}) y lk = Ik(A) k E KIj.
z(A)

Recall that the critical points are the same for all of these integrals. Therefore, assuming

that only one dominant critical point denoted p needs to be included, there are dramatic

simplifications in the ratios.

The first simplification, due to canceling common factors in the ratio, results in

0 go(P) if Case I applies9z(P)

Mr,O- (A)(p) if Case IIA applies(a,.z)(p)

complicated if Case IIB applies

gz(P) if Case I applies

Ilk = 4 (aR9z)(P) if Case IIA applies and k A, k EI Kj.
(a,.az)(P)

R(k,A)( 9a'3 krgk)(P) if Case IIA applies and k E AP
(OA,9z)(P)

Note that these expressions are independent of the asymptotic parameter A, except for the

case with R(k, A).

The second simplification results from the multiplicative structure of g. Specifically, the

various derivatives at the critical point p are

(a9 ,9gz)(p) = ( I qq(pk)) (I qo((p))
kEK z(L-Ap kE.4 p

= qk (pk) (F L-{K}-AP qj (Pi)) (jEAp-k} (pj)) if k E. A0 L
(19A,9k) (p) k : k Kq (

qkl(Pk) (njE.KL-{kj-A, qjp(pj)) (rijEA, 9o(1)(pi)) if k 0 Ap

qk1 (Pk) ( jKL'-Ap qj((P,)) (FjA,,-{k} qjo() (p;)) if k E AP

k) (Pk) (-IjL-k- qj-(pi)) (flEe. qo(l)(pj)) if k A A 

Therefore,

io if Cases I or IIA
complicated if Case IIBfI k kIPeO(pk)I if Case I applies

IVk I=ki(Pk) if Case IIA applies and k --

R(k,\ A) q()(P) if Case IIA applies and k E .,
kl31( k

3" 7~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~`~~~~~~lr---C-



It is now possible to combine cases and give a simpler characterization of when the cases

apply because each of the l1lk depends only on pk. Specifically,

po if Po #O
A ,o = (:30)

complicated if Po = 0

- IF Pk Pk 9G' (Pk ) if Pk 0

R(k, A). . (P) if Pk = L

Finally, recall from Section 7 that E('kl{y)}) = E(('L-kl{y})' and therefore set Mk = -IL-_k

k E {L-' + 1, ... , L - 1}. This completes Step 12.

The lrMk are the approximations to E(4kl{y}). Therefore, the approximation to the opti-

mal estimate of the field ,n is completed with two steps. First, compute an approximation.

denoted mn, to E(O, I{y}) by computing the inverse Fourier series of the ilMk. Second thresh-

old mrn at 2 to compute the final estimate 0, which is the reconstructed signal. Specifically.2

' ! if mn >_ 2
4)n ~~~~~~~~= <~. (32)

0 if mn < 2

Sites n where (, is 1 are occupied by a generic atom while the remaining sites are unoccupied.

Finally, phase angle estimates, if desired, can be computed as the phase of the Fourier series

coefficients of the thresholded field ,kn. This completes Step 13.

Note that reference to Problem 1 versus Problem 2 asymptotics does not occur in the

solution. Rather, as discussed in Section 9, the choice is hidden in the definitions of the

constants bk,n, defined in Appendix A.

In summary, the signal reconstruction algorithm has the following steps.

(1) Choose Problem 1 versus Problem 2 asymptotics and compute the appropriate bk,,,s

(Appendix A).

(2) Compute the critical point (eqns. 23, 24, 19, and 21; see also [131).

(3) Compute 1Mk (eqns. 30 and 31).

(4) Compute mn, the inverse Fourier series of a:k.

(5) Compute the reconstructed signal o, by thresholding m, (eqn. :32).
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13 Discussion and Future Directions

In this paper I have proposed and (approximately) solved a Bayesian signal-reconstruction

problem motivated by an X-ray crystallography inverse problem. The unusual part of the

Bayesian model from the image phase-retrieval perspective is the 0-1 nature of the object

and the presence of an a priori density described by a MRF. The unusual part of the model

from the crystallographic perspective is the absence of explicit scattering phase variables, the

detailed MRF-based a priori model for atomic locations.,- and the detailed modeling of obser-

vation errors. The unusual aspects of the solution are the concern with symmetry breaking,

the use of the spherical model for a fixed-size lattice, and the asymptotic approximation in

terms of small observation-noise variances.

The resulting estimator has an interesting structure. Fix the kernel 1/ of Hs' b. (eqn. I).

The location of the critical point (eqns. 23, 24, 19, and 21) is independent of ',. However.

LE('kI{y}) = -L'k (eqns. 30 and 31) and furthermore g (eqns. 13, 14, 11, 12, and 10) and

therefore IE( kl{y})l (eqn. 31) depends on 40. In the final form for JE(kI{.ly})l given in

eqn. 31 the dependence on 7, enters through the dependence of 90 and E0 on I ki (eqns. 5

and 9).

The fact that the angle of the estimate is exactly -L'k is reminiscent of Fienulp-

Gerchberg-Saxton type algorithms [21] where the phase function is constant aroundcl an

iteration until the Object space update step. However, the present situation is quite cif-

ferent because 4, is the kernel of the symmetry breaking function and because this is not an

iterative algorithm-for fixed 4, one makes only one transformation from Fourier to Object

space. However, the appropriate choice of 4 for a given problem is not clear. In [1:3] one

iterative method is discussed. However, the resemblance to Fienup-Gerchberg-Saxton type

algorithms might lead to a better method.

Again note that any pattern of missing observations and any pattern of k-dependent

observation noise variance are admissible. Furthermore, the calculations have essentially no
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dependence on the dimension d of the space. Finally, the calculation, for fixed 4', is very

quick. The computation of the critical point and evaluation of the asymptotic formulae is

linear in the number of sites in the lattice independent of the dimension d so the order of

the total calculational burden is dominated by the calculation of the inverse Fourier series

from i¥Ik to m,, the approximate conditional mean of ,,.

Finally, in [13], I describe data-adaptive ideas for the choice of 4', define parameters in

HaPri°ri that are suitable for modeling bond-length limitations in covalently-bound molecules,

and give several numerical examples in one and two dimensions on simulated data. The ex-

amples include a tiny one-dimensional problem where it is possible to compute the estimator

performance statistics versus observation noise intensity for the exact conditional mean es-

timator by brute force and compare with the approximate estimators.

In the future, improvement of the data adaptive ideas described in [13] and introduction

of general space groups into these calculations are important goals. Though not necessary rfot

an imaging application, the latter is necessary before crystallographic data can be processed.
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15 Appendix A

This appendix defines the ak,j constants (see Section 6) and the bk,ns constants (see Sections 8

and 9). The ak,j are

-/3 2o 2 - if k = O
ak, =2 2 if 

ak,1 = { -,w 1-1q'o ifk=O

-/ 32 ql kl if k = 0

-13VW2(0,0)+;yO if k=0

a~:,2B2 = kL-k|-L 2/T2(-k, k) + ~yk + .YL-k if k 0
i2 -B if = O

There are two different sets of bk,,, constants corresponding to the two different definitions

of the asymptotics. For Problem 1 the definitions are
3 2 ifk=

2Yk + O YLk if k #O{d-3w1 -aq if k = 0
-/3owl -/ qo if k = 0

bk,2l = 

--2q1i L-k if k 0O

ak L- I-IYo if k = 0

- 23W2(0, 0) if k = O
-- W2(-k, k) if k ~ O

bk,4a =

For Problem 2 the definitions are

[~a_2o dif k = O0
bk,Oa =~bi~,Oa = 2 + 3 k if k 0

Yk + YLkifk-i

k~~~ ~~ ---- *---i--w



f -Ix3wl if k = O
bk,lb = ifk#O

j' qO ifk=O

= -2qjok ifk$=o

bkl,2 ={ ifk=w
f-/3o if k = 0

l OYk + C L-k if k 0 

bk,2b = -3 XW 2 (-kk) if k #0-~,2b j tXWV2(, O) if . = 0

__ if k=O
bk,4a = jd+ 3 ifk

a, 4 -- if k:: 0
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